
RPC Contracts is committed to innovative product development and manufacture. T o help you obtain maximum enjoyment and long service from any RPC Contracts product, we would be
pleased to make you aware of the following: the evolution of new product design is continuous and information is subject to change without notice. Customers should check with the supplier
to ensure they have the latest details. All our products are manufactured to the appropriate British Standard where applicable. Where products (or intended usage) lie outside the scope of a
British (or draft European) Standard, RPC Contracts’ own standard will be employed. All products are supplied subject to RPC Contracts’ Conditions of Sale, as detailed on the reverse of
your quotation. Liability in respect of any statements, conditions, warranties and representations made on behalf of the Company is limited in accordance with the terms set out in the
Conditions of Sale.
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Timbalok

Design

Eco-friendly Promise
Timbalok is manufactured from stress graded European timber from sources protected
by an excellent Government organised replanting programme, complementing RPC
Contract’s own commitment to the environment.

All Timbakok components are FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council) Certified.

All components are pressure treated withTanalith E3475 to BS8417:2011 + A1:2014
and has a desired service life of 60 years.

The Company is pleased to provide design advice including stability calculations based
on Clients site data in accordance with BS EN 1997 - 1: 2004 and Euro codes BS EN
1995 - 1 - 2: 2004 geotechnical design (EC7)

Timber crib or Timbalok gravity earth retaining wall by RPC Contracts is a modular
retaining wall which can retain earth or soils to heights up to 10 metres.

Timbalok comprises a range of purpose designed interlocking timber components
ensuring a cost effective form of construction as well as providing environmentally
enhancing, aesthetically pleasing retaining wall solutions.

Timbalok components have a desired service life of 60 years, therefore ensuring earth
retention for decades to come.



Case Studies

Project: the construction of 146 No. 2,3,4 bed houses, apartments and affordable houses including
associated works .

Construction period: 8 weeks.

Butterly Engineering Works, Ripley

Client: Rhondda Cynon Taf County Council
Contractor: Willmott Dixon Construction

Product: Timbalok retaining wall system

Client: Morris Homes Ltd
Contractor: Morris Homes Ltd

Product: Timbalok
Quantity: 520m²

Williamston Primary School

RPC Contracts have recently completed another successful retaining wall for
Willmott Dixon Construction at the new Primary School in Williamstown, South
Wales. With two retaining walls constructed, one to retain the service yard and
the other to retain a football pitch, the Timbalok retaining walls formed a major
part of the civil works required to enable Willmott Dixon to make the most out of
the space available on site.

As can be seen from the photograph the retaining wall is an impressive structure
which incorporated double depth headers to achieve the heights required.

Congested site conditions meant RPC had to work closely with Willmott Dixon
and the earthworks contractors to ensure continuity of work for all parties.

Another challenge for RPC was to design and construct concrete pad bases in the
top of the football pitch retaining wall to allow the construction of a 10m high ball
catcher fence.

Morris Homes required a solution to retain a bank some 6 metres in height to
create car parking bays for apartments above and an aesthetically pleasing
structure to look at for the houses below.

Our brief was to design a wall that was almost vertical, be able to accommodate
the surcharge loadings from cars/small lorries, be able to withstand the wind
loadings from a 2.4 meter high close boarded fence built into the top of the wall
and to be able to have the face planted up in the future.

Our solution was to use our Tiimbalok retaining wall. The wall was designed to be
built at a 6:1 batter which is only 9º off vertical and thus creating more space for the
car parking bays at the top. We incorporated grow-bags within the structure to
allow future planting and designed concrete fence post pad bases for the installation
of a 2.4 meter high close boarded fence into the top of the wall.

The wall was completed on time and within budget and is just another example of
the service, quality workmanship, value for money and problem solving from RPC
Contracts



Rocwall Wave Wall. A55 AgleseyRocwall

Newcastle AirportChevloc

Other Products
RPC Contracts is one of UK’s leading manufacturers

of high quality precast concrete products for the
construction, environmental and hard landscape sectors.

Porcupine

One of the UK’s leading civil, geotechnical
and environmental engineering contractors,
committed to excellence and customer
satisfaction in all aspects of its operations.

RPC Contracts provides specialist engineering
and construction services across a wide range
of sectors including commercial, industrial,
house building, infrastructure, marine, high-
way and environmental.

▪ Retaining walls
▪ Slope reinforcement
▪ Environmental engineering
▪ Erosion control
▪ Bespoke problem solving
▪ Acoustic barriers
▪ Marine defence systems

RPC Contracts is committed to protecting
the wellbeing of its staff and of those with
whom they interact.

The company adheres to strict Health and
Safety, Environmental and Quality Assurance
Policies as well as to the ongoing training of its
staff. Details of company policy statements are
available on request.

The company maintains a highly qualified and
experienced workforce that shares a
commitment to satisfaction.

As an owner managed private company, RPC
Contracts is able to provide a highly focused,
solution-driven approach to business. This
together with a positive, “can-do” attiitude
and personal attention to client needs, makes
RPC Contracts unique in civil engineering
contracting.

SPECIALIST CIVIL
ENGINEERING
CONTRACTOR

OUR COMMITMENTS

DEDICATION TO
EXCELLENCE

Porcupine is a revolutionary and versatile
concrete block retaining wall system. It needs
no mortar and requires the minimum of plant
and machinery for installation.

Chevloc

A highly versatile split faced modular precast
concrete block system which permits either
the erection of retaining or free - standing
walls and is easily combined with reinforced
earth systems.

Rocwall

Precast interlocking reinforced concrete panels
faced with natural stone. Rapid build, free -
standing or earth - retaining wall system. Easily
adaptable for use as underbuild walls or as a
cladding.

Kriblok

Interlocking conncrete crib, gravity retaining
wall system for earth retaining walls up to 10

metre in height.
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